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Articles and Nouns 

1) Articles: 

A) Definite Articles: (the) 

 

Rule:  The is used: 

-before nouns of which there is only one:   the sun, the sky, the weather. 

-before a noun made a noun made definite as a result of being mentioned for the second time: 

He made a vase. The vase is on the table. 

-before adjectives to specify the category of people: the rich, the poor, the young, the old. 

-when we refer to a class of animals: the tiger is a dangerous animal. 

-when we talk about institutions: the radio, the bank, the television. 

-before a certain geographical names (seas, rivers, mountains, islands and some countries): 

The River Thames, the Himalayas, the Atlantic Ocean, the Canary Islands, the United States of America. 

-before superlatives: He is the tallest boy in class. 

-before musical instruments in order to refer to their entire category: The most beautiful sounding instrument 

is the piano. 

 

B) the indefinite Articles :(a/ an) 

Rule:  

*a is used before consonants: a computer, a house, a table. 

*an is used before vowels: an umbrella, an apple, an iceberg. 

Exceptions:  

a is used before “u” or “eu” when the sound “y” is produced. 

Eg: a university, a European . 

an is used before “h” when it is silent. 

Eg: an hour, an honest man. 

- We use a/an before singular countable nouns that are unknown: she never wears a hat. 

- We use a/an before names of profession (jobs): a doctor, an oculist, a scientist, an engineer. 

- We use a/an before measurement: a liter, an hour. 

- We use a/ an to refer to what kind of a thing something is: what a lovely dress! 

C) Zero Article (Ø) 

Rule: no article is used: 

- before uncountable nouns: money, oil… 

- before plural nouns: devices, robots… 

-before abstract nouns: love, peace, happiness, hope, faith. 

-before proper nouns (names of people and places): Racha, David, London. 

 

 

 

 

1) Read the following text and fill in the gaps with the appropriate articles when necessary: 

 

Lightning is (…...) form of (…….) electricity that is set free during (…….) storm. Energy 

is suddenly released in (…..)cloud when charges are built up. Although lightning is most common in tropical 

and subtropical regions, it can happen wherever hot air mixes with cold air. ( …..)Thunderstorms produce 

about 8 million lightning bolts a day. For a long time lightning was (..….) big mystery. Ancient people 

thought that god was punishing (……) people by sending (……) bolt of lightning down to (……) Earth.  
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(…….) Water droplets and ice crystals in (.……) cloud have electric charges, positive and negative ones. 

Lightning happens when too many negative charges build up in (……) cloud and positive 

charges develop on (……) ground. 

The particles want to meet and race towards each other. (…….) flash of lightning is (…….) sign of this 

meeting. Such (…….) charge of light can be very hot, up to 20,000 degrees Celsius. It can be up to 5 km 

long. (…….)Large clouds produce more electric charges and eventually (…….) very strong electrical 

current. 

Lightning can also occur between two clouds or within (……) single cloud. In (…….) rare cases (…….) 

negative charges can form on (…….) ground and lighting moves upwards, as is (……) case when (……) 

rocket starts. 

Lightning strikes very quickly, several times within (……) second, but single bolts of lightning are 

impossible to see with (……) naked eye. A series of such (……) bolts appear as (……) single flash. 

Thunder accompanies lightning. It forms when (……) electricity travels quickly through (…..) air and starts 

vibrating. The hot air surrounding (……) bolt of lightning causes (…...) air to expand, causing noise. 

 

Lightning can do damage to (…....) buildings, (……) cars or other (…..) objects when it hits.  It can also kill 

or injure human beings. During (……) thunderstorm (…..) people should stay away from (……) doors, 

(……) windows and (……) electrical devices. You should also stay away from (…..) phones and (……) 

wires because lightning can travel through them. When you’re in (…….) open do not try to protect yourself 

by hiding under (…....) tree. 

You can protect your house or other (….…) buildings surrounding your home by installing a lightning 

rod on (..…..) roof. It attracts (.……. ) lighting that would otherwise hit (….…) building and leads it to 

(……..) surface. 

Lightning can also have positive effects. It produces (…….) nitrates and other (……….) compounds when it 

is created in (….….) air. These nutrients fall down to (……..) Earth and enrich (……..) soil for good 

farming. 

2) Complete the following sentences with the suitable articles (a, an , the or Ø) : 

 Their car does 150 miles ………. hour. 

 Do you still live in ……… Bristol? 

 Is your mother working in …….. old office building? 

 Carol’s father works as ……. electrician. 

 Tomatoes are 99 pence …… kilo. 

 What do you usually have for ……. breakfast? 

 Ben has ……. Terrible headache.  

 Peter has ……. aunt in Britain. 

 People in Mali speaks …….. French. 

 ……… Germany is an important economic power. 

 They are having …….. party at Peter’s ……house. 

 ......... Prince Charles is …….Queen Elizabeth’s son. 

 She has ……. exercise book in her school bag. 
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